The hard problem of the Text Classification usually has various aspects and potential solutions. In this paper, two main research directions for narrative documents' classification are considered. The first one is based on data mining and rule induction techniques, while the second combines the traditional Text Retrieval techniques (use of the vector space model, index terms, and similarity measures), Natural Language Processing and Instance based Learning techniques. Key-phrases can be used as attributes for mining rules or as a basis for measuring the similarity of new (unclassified) documents with existing (classified) ones. Hence, we eventually focus on the problem of extracting key-phrases from text's collection in order to use them as attributes for text classification. A new algorithm for the discovery of key-phrases is described. Candidate key-phrases are built using frequent smaller ones and special emphasis is given to the reduction of the complexity of the algorithm.
Introduction
Text Classification could be defined as the application of (semi) automatic methods in order to choose, from a set of predefined classification codes, the appropriate one (category / class) for a given new document. As an example, patient discharge letters could be semi-automatically classified using some technique based on the selection of the appropriate ICD (International Classification of Deceases and Diagnoses) code [1] . Various studies have focused on the construction of a model (Rule or Tree) related to the existence of key-phrases in order to assign the class of the unclassified document. Such a method usually uses training sets of documents, already classified, and a predefined list of key-phrases. Consequently, it creates a vector, for each document of the training set, that represents the existence or not of the predefined key-phrases in the document. The last item of each vector is the class code (the label) of document. The following figure depicts the vector and its relationship with the list of key-phrases and the list of available classes. The labeled vectors of the documents form a table of m+1 attributes where Data Mining algorithms could be applied to construct classification Rules. For example, the lists of the representative key-phrases (one such list for each class of documents) are used for extracting naive rules [2] , that calculate the similarity of a new document with each class CL i . Similarity is calculated as the number of the items of the (CL i class' representative key-phrases) list that actually exist in the new document, divided (normalized) by the population of the list.
The following notation denotes the list of representative key-phrases of class CL i :
where kpCL i j is the j-(key-phrase) of the representative key-phrases of class CL i . The measure |RCL i | defines the number of the representative key-phrases for the specified class CL i . A simple framework for extracting naive rules that measure the similarity of a new, unclassified, document with the class CL i is defined by the equation:
where the operation (function) "exists" denotes if a representative key-phrase kpCL i j exists in the new document and "counts" means the calculation of the existing keyphrases. An interesting characteristic of the Authority list, which is constructed by the algorithm in section 2, is that it contains key-phrases that are frequent within the documents of only one or few classes. Consequently, for each class we can have a list of "representative" key-phrases. Another approach for the classification of documents is based on the similarity between existing documents (the "training" set) and the new (unclassified) documents (e.g. [3] ). Such an Instance based learning method assumes that similar documents must be classified in the same category (class) or in other words must share the same classification code. In such a method the list of key-phrases is a promising set of attributes that can be used to describe and discriminate between existing and new documents. This approach exploits the knowledge of Information Retrieval in order to define a measure of similarity between the new document and the documents of the training set.
The well -known problem of "Document versus Query similarity" or "nearest neighbors" has been the field of continuing research for many years. Various similarity functions / measures, and algorithms have been proposed. A similarity function, adapted from previous works [4, 5] , in order to measure the similarity of new (unclassified) documents against the documents of a training set, is the following:
where m is the number of key-phrases used in the collection, k i j is equal to 1 if the key-phrase j exists in document D i (of the training set), otherwise is equal to 0 and q j is the weight of key-phrase j in the new document. The following equation can be used to measure the term q j :
where ClassCount is the number of classes of the training set, and ClassFreq j is the number of classes that include the key-phrase j. The selection of frequent key-phrases is a fundamental aspect of our work. It was influenced by the frequent itemset research and the frequent itemset (episode) algorithms [6] [7] [8] , but there are the following considerable differences: We look for sequences of words (key-phrases) that will be used as features for classification rules and not for extracting association rules. Consequently, the selected keyphrases should be frequent within the documents (in the frequent itemset context there are transactions not documents) of one or few classes but should not be frequent within the documents of the rest of the classes, while in the case of the fre-quent itemsets algorithms the selected itemsets should be frequent enough (large, covering, to use the corresponding terminology) in the whole set of transactions.
In the frequent itemset algorithms, transactions are sets of items without any order between them (e.g. products in a shopping basket), while in our case, words that constitute key-phrases are always ordered in the documents.
A third difference is that in the frequent itemset approach the candidate itemsets are not subject to constraints of distance between the items that constitute the itemset, while words (that constitute key-phrases) must always respect distance constraints (coexist in a specific window size, to use the corresponding terminology). Moreover, the window size is not constant but its size is dependent to the number of words that constitute the key-phrase. For example the window size for a 2-word key-phrase could be defined to be 5, while the window size for a 3-word key-phrase could be defined to be 7.
The first of the above mentioned three differences motivated us to work for constructing a new algorithm [9] . The new complete form of our algorithm is presented in section 2. The other two differences drive us to the formation of a new method that creates x-words width key-phrases from frequent (x-1)-words keyphrases. We present this method in section 3 and it is utilized as a step of the algorithm presented in section 2.
Selection of Candidate Key-Phrases
The above-mentioned approaches are based on the existence of a list of key-phrases or Authority List. The construction of the Authority List will be discussed in this section.
A naive method for Authority List creation is the selection of sequences of words, which have high frequencies in the documents of the training set. This is a reliable method for forecasting in general. An adaptation of such a method in a text processing environment can be helpful and especially in the implementation of a type ahead wizard. However, key-phrases (sequences of words) that exist in many documents of the collection (the whole training set) are not so useful for discriminating between documents.
Another method used for indexing and retrieval of documents [10, 11] , chooses indexing terms (stems of words) that exist in a few text but are quite frequent within these texts [12, 13] . The adaptation of this method for selecting key-phrases (sequences of words) could imply some potential problems:
1. A candidate key-phrase that exists in many documents of only one class (and not in another class) could be erroneously rejected if the number of the documents of this class is greater than the number of documents of other classes.
2. A candidate key-phrase could be erroneously chosen if there exists in a small subset of texts of a numerous / dense class and all these texts are dedicated on a specific subtopic of the topic of class. 3. The few documents (texts) that the candidate key-phrase exists could be spread within a lot of classes.
As a first conclusion, the choice of the key-phrases should not be based on frequent (within the whole text collection) candidate phrases neither based on the selection of key-phrases that exist in a few texts of the collection (as a whole) but are quite frequent within these texts.
Instead of using Authority Lists created from the above two mentioned approaches, we can extract key-phrases which are frequent within the documents of one or few classes but are not so frequent in the documents of the rest classes of the training set. We also estimate that the selection of key-phrases based on some syntactic/grammatical structures [14, 15] poses some extra complexity, especially in the case of languages with a rich inflectional system. In such cases, it is necessary to use the morphological parts of speech taggers and / or syntactic analysers.
The above discussion has influenced us in the construction of a new algorithm for key-phrase extraction. We formalise the problem of phrase extraction for classification in the following way:
"Given a dataset (collection) of documents subdivided into classes, a window size (window width) and a frequency threshold, find all key-phrases that occur frequently enough in one or few classes but do not occur frequently enough in other classes". We describe an algorithm for solving this problem. The algorithm has two alternating phases: One for building new candidate key-phrases and another one for evaluating how often these phrases occur in a class of the collection.
The idea of building candidate patterns from smaller ones (see step 7 and step 10 of the algorithm below) is incorporated to the algorithm. Such an idea has been profitably used in the discovery of association rules [6, 7] and occurs also in other contexts [8, 16] . Languages usually have grammatical inflections and consequently words occur in different forms. The need for statistical analysis of texts is related to various processes e.g. to count the frequency of words, retrieve repeated word sequences. Stemming and stop-words' removal are common processes in the field of Information Retrieval [11] . The stemming process or removal of suffixes [17, 18] is used to normalize the word occurrences. The process of stop-words' removal look for words with little contribution to the information communicated with sentences. Hence, articles, prepositions, etc are often regarded as "information noise" and they are removed.
Algorithm
The algorithm works iteratively, alternating between the building phase (step 7 and step 10) and the recognition phases (step 8 and step 11). In the building phase of some iteration (x = j), a collection C j of new candidate key-phrases of distinct words is built, using the information available from smaller frequent key-phrases. Then, these candidate key-phrases are recognized in the documents in the class and their frequencies are calculated. The collection L j consists of frequent key-phrases in C j . In the next iteration (x = j + 1), candidate key-phrases in C j+1 are built using the information about the frequent key-phrases in L j . The algorithm starts by constructing C 1 to contain all key-phrases consisting of single words. At the end of each step, the list of frequent key-phrases of the processed class is being built (step 13). At the end, the algorithm composes the Authority list (steps 15 and 16).
The set of candidate 2-words phrases (C 2 ) must contain key-phrases of length 2 (key-phrases including two stems of distinct words). To construct this set, step 7 forms the Cartesian product and then removes all the tuples that have the same elements. Next section describes the way that step 10 forms the candidate x -width word phrases (C x ) from the frequent (x − 1) -width word phrases (L x−1 ), for every 3 ≤ x ≤ mpc.
Forming Candidate x x x-Word Width Key-Phrases From Frequent ( ( (x x x− − −1 1 1) ) )-Word Width Ones
The implementation of step 10, of the algorithm in section 2, is presented and briefly discussed in this section. A naive (brute force) construction of C x can be based on the calculation of the Cartesian product: L 1 * ... * L 1 (x-times). Such a process is obviously timeconsuming. Potentially, a large number of candidate key-phrases has also to be checked. Hence, a smart improvement was necessary [9] . The efficiency of a novel algorithm can be implied by the following fact: "The search space can be drasti-
cally reduced if larger key-phrases are formed from smaller ones. In other words, it is only necessary to test the occurrences of key-phrases having sub-portions (keyphrases) that are frequent".
Such a consideration is influenced by the work on frequent itemset algorithms [6] [7] [8] , which is characterized by two separate phases. The generation phase that combines (joins) couples of frequent itemsets of k size (couples of L k members) that have k − 1 common items and produces new candidate itemsets of k + 1 size (candidate for C k+1 ); the prune phase that removes such candidate k + 1 size itemsets (candidates for C k+1 ) that include a k size subset that is not a frequent itemset (not a member of L k ).
As we have already mentioned the frequent itemsets are sets of items without any order. Thus, if we assume that L 2 contains the itemsets AB, AC, BC and BD, then the generation phase (according to [6] ) will suggest as candidates for C 3 the itemsets ABC, ABD and BCD. The prune phase will discard ABD since AD is not member of L 2 and will also discard BCD since CD is not member of L 2 . In this example the order of single items (A, B, C and D) inside the itemsets of L 2 is not of any value and the maintenance of itemsets in lexicographic order happens only for technical reasons.
On the contrary, in the case of frequent key-phrases the order of words is a significant feature. Thus, if we use the same example and assume that the letters A, B, C and D represent words, then the generation phase (in our algorithm) should suggest the following, candidates for C 3 , key-phrases: ABC, ACB, ABD, BAC, BCD and BDC. In our algorithm there is no need for a prune phase. The rationale is based on the third difference mentioned in section 1. In order to clarify things, we can extend our example and assume that the window size for 2-word sequences (key-phrases) is 5, it is 7 for 3-word sequences and the threshold to accept a word sequence as frequent key-phrase is 3 occurrences. Let assume now that our data (test base) is the following four texts:
. If our algorithm used the prune method then we would have to discard the production ABD, since AD is not included in L 2 . This would be a mistake, since the production ABD has 4 occurrences (it is very frequent) in the window of size 7. Thus, in our case, where the window size varies according to the number of words that constitute key-phrases, it is possible a frequent key-phrase to have infrequent sub-key-phrases. Consequently, there is no place for a prune phase in such an algorithm and the method for the creation of x-word width key-phrases from frequent (x − 1)-word key-phrases must include only a generation phase. We focus on the generation phase in the rest of this section.
Some experimentation was conducted in order to get useful feedback and conclusions related to the extraction of the x-word key-phrases. In the following examples it is supposed that x = 6. We present the experimental generation using a graphic way. More precisely, for every example a pair of key-phrases of L 5 , is illustrated. It is also described the way of combining the elements of the pair in order to form new candidate key-phrases (elements of C 6 ). The pairs of L 5 that we combine have x − 2(= 4) common constituents (stems). In each key-phrase of the pair there is an unmatched constituent. The unmatched constituents are presented in grey shading. Matching of constituents is represented with arrows. Fig. 2 . Generation of C 6 .
In the previous examples of generation the elements of C 6 are constructed from elements of L 5 . We observe that when two key-phrases have x − 2(= 4) common constituents (stems) then every pair of matched constituents have maximum distance one (the constituents are located in the next / previous / same place in the two patterns). On the contrary the unmatched constituents (grey shading) can be found in any distance (from 0 up to x − 2 places). Also, we observe that as far as we locate the places of unmatched constituents then we can easily produce the new candidate key-phrase (element of C x ).
In order to find if there is a match of x − 2 constituents (stems) of the elements (key-phrases) we combine, a loop is applied that "runs" based on two indices (one index for the current stem of each key-phrase). The loop is completed when any one of the indices exceeds its upper limit. For each pair of considered stems, the algorithm checks if they are the same. If it is true the algorithm increases both indices and the counter of matches.
If the considered stems do not match then the indices could have equal values or their difference is one. The whole repetitive form ensures that there is not any case where indices differ more than one.
If the considered stems do not match and the difference of indices is one, then the algorithm stores the smaller index as place of stem (of the corresponding keyphrase) that does not match, and increases the smaller index by one. A question arises, why we do not store the bigger index as place of stem that does match (in the other key-phrase) and increase the bigger indicator by one? This hypothetical action implies that in the next step of repetition the algorithm would consider the matching of two stems with distance two (2) . Consequently, this hypothetical action would violate the observation that whenever two key-phrases have x − 2 common constituents (stems), then every pair of matched constituents has a maximum distance of one. Therefore if the considered elements (key-phrases) have x−2 common constituents (stems) then the only way to find this match is to increase the smaller index.
When the considered stems do not match and the indices are equal then the next matching of stems (with respect to the rule of maximum distance one) can be: The algorithm in this case tries (a) and if this case is verified it stores the index of the second key-phrase as the place of stem (of the second key-phrase) that does not match and increases the index of second key-phrase. If (a) is not verified then the algorithm tries (b). If (b) is verified the algorithm proceeds accordingly. Unfortunately our algorithm does not allow backtracking and it faces the (c) case as if it was (a). Thus, some potential key-phrases of C x are lost. If the algorithm does not verify, neither (a) nor (b), then the algorithm stores both places as places of stems (of the corresponding key-phrases) that do not match and it advances (by one) both indices. This action postpones, for the next step of repetition, the check for match between stems in the advanced positions.
As we have earlier mentioned this repetitive schema is terminated whenever each one of the indices exceeds its limit. There also exist another case for the termination of the process. For example, when we are considering the matching between the 3rd stem from the first key-phrase (i1 = 2) and the 3rd stem from the second key-phrase (i2 = 2) then, if the counter of previous matches is at least one (matches ≥ 1) and because it is also possible the considered stems to match, we should continue. As another example, when we are considering the matching between the 3rd stem from the first key-phrase (i1 = 2) and the 4th stem from second key-phrase (i2 = 3), then, if the counter of previous matches is at least two (matches ≥ 2) and because it is also possible the considered stems to match we should continue. Hence we add the condition: (matches ≥ max(i1, i2) − 1).
After the completion of loop, the algorithm considers the counter of matches and if it is x − 2, then the algorithm examines the places of stems that do not match. If the places are the same the algorithm produces two new candidate key-phrases (elements of C x ), otherwise the algorithm produces one new candidate key-phrase (element of C x ).
The combinatorial operation of the algorithm, under some circumstances, can lead to the multiple production of the same candidate key-phrase (element of C x ). For example, consider that L 2 is: {AB, AC, BC, CB}, then our algorithm can produce: Fig. 5 . Production of the same candidate key-phrase.
ABC is constructed three (3) times, ACB three (3), BAC one (1), CAB one (1), CBC one (1) time. For this reason, C x should be preserved sorted and each new production must be checked before its insertion into C x .
For the maintenance of list C x sorted, it is required to traverse the list until it finds a node (key-phrase) greater or equal to the key-phrase under insertion. This traversal requires a lot of string comparisons and consequently has considerable overhead. In order to decrease the comparison's overhead, we could replace stems (strings) with their serial numbers (integers) in the list of highly frequent stems of the class.
Conclusions
We have briefly presented two main directions of research for automatic classification of documents based on information retrieval and knowledge discovery in databases. Both approaches are based on the use of key-phrases from a controlled list. Hence, the construction of the key-phrases' list is considered as an important and useful research subject in the domain of document classification. We have presented an algorithm that is based on the idea that the appropriate key-phrases for text classification are those that are frequent within the documents of only one or few classes in the training set. This algorithm reduces the search space by building larger key-phrases from smaller ones.
